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Drugs are any mixture of substance used as medicine. Many people think the word drug means a habit-forming substance taken to produce a feeling of well-being, produce sleep or relieve pain and people keep using it. Don’t they know that it is harmful? The users of the abusive drugs part from the right path of life and because of addiction, they often commit crimes.

Big syndicates usually officiate this drug industry. They see these drugs as an opportunity to earn their gold in the simplest but illegal way. The population of drug users constantly increase because of the freedom that they much enjoy. It is predictable that the enlarging reported brutal crimes cannot just be made by normal people but the ones who have taken abusive drugs such as depressants, stimulants, cannabis, hallucinogen and the famous shabu. The joy caused by drugs turns into sorrow of the affected innocent people around them.

When will the authority and our government take their real actions? In this alarming time, the authority must strictly implement laws. The government must lead the people into a drug-free country to stop trashing their lives in the dump of miserable future. By means of education, proper knowledge, and encouragement of the good people, drug abuse can positively eliminate in the country.

The bad influence of the elders to the younger ones should consider as a crime. They are the ones that should be the mode, the good role model to the youth. If it’s not them, then who will be responsible to teach them that illegal use of drugs is harmful. Drug pushers were brave enough to disregard the law by influencing and pushing others...
to use drugs. Once you use it or even taste it, you can’t escape on the strong physical use of it. The guidance of each parent must be strong enough to lead their children to the better way. Without guidance, without any outside force to stop and influence them, they will not stop but in the long run influence others to use it as well.

It is a wake-up call especially for the younger ones that there are not good in using illegal drugs. Do not lose yourself for the illegal drugs. Many believe that using drugs will expand their intelligence and understanding, but it may just cause physical and physiological damage. Keep in mind that education is the best way to prevent it, through the support of our government to the education department to fight and educate against drug. If the people of our country will be properly educated, then there will be no one to rely on drugs.
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